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CSE 5A 

Introduction To Programming (C/C++) 
 

Homework 4 
Read Chapter 7 Due: Friday, October 26 by 6:00pm 
 

Create a new folder named HW4 (note uppercase HW4) in your cs5f@ieng9 Home Directory. With Dev-C++, 

create a new source file - file type: C source (*.c) - named hw4.c (note lowercase hw4.c) saved in the new HW4 

folder. Feel free to ask the tutors on duty in the lab for help. 
 

hw4.c will be a program using loops, an array of integers, and a switch statement. The program will prompt 

the user to enter an integer from the keyboard and then display each digit of that number in English. 

 

Let us start with a few example executions of the program (user input is in bold): 
 

Enter an integer: 8675309 

eight six seven five three zero nine 

 

Another example: 
 

Enter an integer: -4040  

minus four zero four zero 

 

And one more example: 
 

Enter an integer: 0 

zero 

 

General outline of your program: 

 0) START EARLY!!! 
 

1) Prompt the user to enter an integer (only integers will be entered) and read the int with scanf(). 

    Remember to put a getchar(); after the scanf() to eat the remaining newline character. 

 

2) Perform a couple special case checks: 

 2a) check if the number is zero,  

if so then output "zero" and return (remember to put a getchar(); before any return stmt) 

 

 2b) check if the number is negative (less than 0),  

if so then output "minus " and negate the number to make it positive 

 

 3) In a loop, while there are still digits in the number (the number is not equal to zero) 

  - grab the rightmost digit ( % 10 ) and store it in successive array locations 

  - get rid of the rightmost digit ( / 10 ) 

 

 4) In another loop, walk backwards in the array from the last digit saved to the first digit saved 

  - switch on the saved digit and output the digit's English string equivalent followed by a space 

 

NOTE: You may not use a string or an array of characters for the input value in this assignment. You must read 

an int as input and use an array of ints using the above algorithm. There are many ways to perform an English 

translation of this sort. But the main purpose of this assignment is to learn more about using loops, arrays, and 

switch constructs. 
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NOTE: Leading zeros will not be displayed. They are not stored as part of the int when read in. 

 
Enter an integer: -007 

minus seven 

 

NOTE: Initialize the array to store the saved rightmost digits like this 

 
 /* Largest value is 10 digits long. */ 

 int digits[11] = { 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9 }; 

 

Off-by-one is a very common mistake when reading the saved digits walking backwards in the array. This 

might help you detect accessing one element past the last digit saved if the first English word is always nine. 

 

We will automatically collect your HW4/hw4.c files from your cs5f course specific home directories on ieng9 

at 6pm on Friday.  Make sure your HW4 project is stored in your cs5f home directory folder on ieng9.  If you 

have any questions/problems with this, see one of the tutors or the instructor. 
 

 

Make sure you have your name and cs5f account number in the header comment of hw4.c. 
 

/* 

 * Name: Jane-Joe Student 

 * Login: cs5f-- 

 * Date: Month Day, Year 

 * File: hw4.c 

 * Sources of Help:  

 * 

 * General description of the program ... 

 */ 

 

Follow proper indentation and coding style with comments as outlined in class. 

 

 

Your program will be tested with valid input in the range of -2147483647 to 2147483647. 

 

 

I will place a sample executable in the Class Resources / cs5f Public directory under Examples folder 

 

 hw4.exe 

 

 

START EARLY!!! 
 

 

Early Turnin Extra Credit: 5% Extra Credit for being finished with this assignment by 

 

  6:00pm Thursday, October 25. 

 


